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N.B. :— (i) Answer three questions from Section I and three questions

from Section II.

(ii) Answers to the two Sections should be written in separate

answer-books.

(iii) Neat diagrams must be drawn wherever necessary.

(iv) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

SECTION I

1. (a) List and explain in brief applications of binary tree. [4]

(b) What are properties for binary trees that distinguish them

from general tree ? [6]

(c) Write algorithm for traversal of binary tree and give suitable

example for the same : [8]

(i) Inorder

(ii) Preorder

(iii) Postorder.
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Or

2. (a) Write algorithm to delete node from BST. [8]

(b) Write algorithm for inorder traversal of a threaded binary

tree and give its time complexity. Also give example for the

same. [10]

3. (a) What are graph storage structures ? Explain in detail. [8]

(b) Write algorithm for Depth First Traversal of the graph and

give suitable example for the same. [8]

Or

4. (a) Write Prim’s algorithm and explain stages of the algorithm

for the following example : [8]

(b) Write pseudo code to find the shortest path in weighted graph.

Find the shortest path in the following graph from node

0 to node 4. [8]
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5. (a) Write and explain algorithm to insert node into AVL tree. [8]

(b) Explain with example LL, LR, RR, RL rotation for AVL tree. [8]

Or

6. (a) What is bucket hashing ? Explain with example. [8]

(b) What is hash function ? Explain the following hash

functions : [8]

(i) Mid-square

(ii) Modulo Division

(iii) Folding Method

(iv) Digit Analysis.

SECTION II

7. (a) Write an ADT for a binary heap. Explain different operations

on MAX heap in brief with example (any three). [10]

(b) What is multiway tree ? State need of multiway trees. Explain

B+ tree in brief. [8]

Or

8. (a) Construct a B tree of order 5 for the following data : [10]

50, 85, 12, 10, 6, 60, 70, 80, 37, 100, 120, 65,

150, 62, 30, 17, 15, 28, 75, 78.
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(b) Write an algorithm to arrange numbers in ascending order

using heapsort. Arrange the following numbers in ascending

order using heapsort : [8]

48, 0, –1, 82, 10, 2, 100.

9. (a) Write a C/C++ program to perform create, insert, display and

search operations for sequential file organization. [8]

(b) What is index sequential file organization ? State its advantages

and disadvantages. [8]

Or

10. (a) List different file organizations. State the need of file organizations.

List different primitive operations on files. Compare sequential

file with index sequential file organization. [10]

(b) Explain in brief direct access file organization with example. [6]

11. (a) Explain the following terms : [8]

(i) Containers

(ii) Iterators

(iii) Algorithms

(iv) Generic programming.
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(b) State the use of the following functions w.r.t. STL stack-push,

size, empty, top. Write a program in C++ to implement stack

using STL. [8]

Or

12. (a) What is STL ? What are the components of STL ? Explain

each in brief. [8]

(b) What is iterator ? List different types of iterators and explain

each in brief. [8]


